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Power Excel is a reliable Excel extension that is meant to provide you with a set of advanced tools, which are
often required when working with large numbers of spreadsheets. Following an uneventful installation process,
Power Excel attaches itself to your Excel ribbon, enabling you to quickly access any of its utilities with just one
click of your mouse. The offered functions are grouped in several categories, namely 'Range Power Tools',
'Worksheet Power Tools' and 'Workbook Power Tools'. By using the 'Range Power Tools' section of Power
Excel, you can work with the three components of an Excel document: 'Cells', 'Rows' and 'Columns'. In the case
of the first, you can easily change the case of the text in a selected cell, to 'Lower', 'Upper, 'Proper' or 'Sentence'
case. Additionally, you can use the 'Clean Text' option to remove double spaces between words, even leading or
trailing spaces, as well as unprintable symbols. The 'Clean Format' feature allows you to remove hyperlinks,
comments, and font or cell colors. When working with the 'Rows' or the 'Columns' section of Power Excel, you
have the possibility of removing empty or duplicate items, even by applying a set of user-defined conditions in
the process. The 'Sheet Utilities' include a variety of features, namely 'Remove All Empty Sheets', 'Remove
Selected Sheets', 'Insert', 'Hide' or 'Unhide' sheets, as well as 'Rename Selected Sheet' and 'Export Sheets as
Separate Files'. At the same time, the 'Workbook Utilities' provide you with a set of tools which perform
functions like 'Merge Workbooks Into One', 'Close Open Workbooks', 'Unhide Sheets from Workbooks' or
'Remove Objects from Workbooks'. In conclusion, Power Excel is a comprehensive and efficient Excel addon
that features a great number of tools and functions which can significantly simplify your data managing tasks,
saving you valuable time and effort in the process. ‘Organising and prioritising projects is really important. The
features that Power Excel excels at are Visual Timing & Gantt Chart for visualise the flow of your projects, the
creation of budgets, templates, macros, a built in calculator and much more. This package has been created with
the user in mind, if you’re just using Excel for basic calculations and tasks, this is the

Power Excel Crack+ (Latest)

Description Software License: - Please Contact us to buy license Number of Users: 1 System Requirements: -
Software must have installed in your pc, 1pc or multiple - Free internet is required - Installer must be able to
manage source codes, this is very important - Installer must know how to create batch file Features: 1. (Insert a
new row / Column / Delete / move up / down) 2. Remove all empty rows / columns 3. Cut & paste cells 4. Sort
5. Excel functions like, countif, countifs, counta, countifs, sum, min, max, avg, count, counta, sumif, sumifs,
sumifs 6. Select cells as different data 7. Clean Cell data 8. Remove duplicates 9. Autoformatting 10. Clean
data 11. Merge workbooks into one 12. Show / Hide / Undo / Redo sheet 13. Rename sheet 14. Export to excel
format 15. Export workbook to.cxb file 16.Export workbook to.xls 17.Append / Move / Cut 18.Convert data to
different data type 19.Import data from clipboard 20.Confirm data conversion 21.Remove Object 22.Show /
Hide / Undo / Redo Sheet 23.Copy / Paste 24.Merge Rows / Columns 25.Customize Color 26.Hide / Unhide
sheet 27.Move / Copy / Paste columns 28.Customize Numbering 29.Hide / Unhide Column / Row 30.Hide /
Unhide / Redo 31.Delete / Move / Copy / Paste rows 32.Hide / Unhide objects 33.Split / Merge cell 34.Insert /
Delete / Move / Cut rows 35.Hide / Unhide / Redo cell 36.Sort / Merge / Unmerge 37.Convert text to number
38.Remove hyperlink / Check / Remove 39.Confirm Merge / Unmerge 40.Open document 41.Close document
42.Activate / deactivate sheet 43.Hide / unhide worksheet / Activate all 44.Paste Special cells 45.Confirm Paste
Special 46.Insert Picture 47.Delete Picture 48.Confirm Delete 49.Insert Symbol 1d6a3396d6
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- Remove empty or duplicate sheets - Remove all empty sheets - Remove selected sheets - Hide or unhide
sheets - Rename selected sheet - Insert sheets - Merge multiple workbooks into one - Close open workbooks -
Hide or unhide sheets from workbook - Remove objects from workbook - Remove form workbooks - Export
sheets as separate files - Remove selected objects - Convert tables to lists - Automatic sum and count - Change
the format of cells and ranges - Edit a cell, create a formula or change format - Change the case of a cell -
Unprotect or protect the workbook - Quick Filter - Undo/Redo - Check/Uncheck Checked items - Copied
items - Password protect or unprotect a workbook - Delete rows or columns in table - Undo/Redo last command
- Power point 2007 converter - Convert rows or columns into tables - Quick merge - Auto complete - Auto
lookup - Auto fill - Insert columns between rows - Create pivot tables - Delete duplicate rows - Data links -
Find a range cell - Set cell format - Fill a range with a formula - Fill a range with a formula and format - Insert
column after cells - Move a range cell - Sort selected range by two column - Quick sort - Quick sort by three
column - Sort selected range by two column and two direction - Sort selected range by three column and two
direction - Sort selected range by two column, two direction and order - Sort selected range by three column
and two direction and order - Group by - Sort data - Create pivot table - Edit pivot table - Export pivot table as
csv - Select top - Select bottom - Select top n - Select bottom n - Select - Select nonempty cells - Select
nonempty cells (if selected) - Group selected cells - Unselect nonempty cells - Unselect nonempty cells (if
selected) - Autofill data - Split and merge cells - Define a range to add values - Export range as csv - Create
table - Rename cell - Remove autofill - Add title - Set title - Format row and column - Remove row and column
- Insert row before row - Insert row after row - Insert column before column -

What's New in the Power Excel?

Power Excel is a reliable Excel extension that is meant to provide you with a set of advanced tools, which are
often required when working with large numbers of spreadsheets. Following an uneventful installation process,
Power Excel attaches itself to your Excel ribbon, enabling you to quickly access any of its utilities with just one
click of your mouse. The offered functions are grouped in several categories, namely 'Range Power Tools',
'Worksheet Power Tools' and 'Workbook Power Tools'. By using the 'Range Power Tools' section of Power
Excel, you can work with the three components of an Excel document: 'Cells', 'Rows' and 'Columns'. In the case
of the first, you can easily change the case of the text in a selected cell, to 'Lower', 'Upper, 'Proper' or 'Sentence'
case. Additionally, you can use the 'Clean Text' option to remove double spaces between words, even leading or
trailing spaces, as well as unprintable symbols. The 'Clean Format' feature allows you to remove hyperlinks,
comments, and font or cell colors. When working with the 'Rows' or the 'Columns' section of Power Excel, you
have the possibility of removing empty or duplicate items, even by applying a set of user-defined conditions in
the process. The 'Sheet Utilities' include a variety of features, namely 'Remove All Empty Sheets', 'Remove
Selected Sheets', 'Insert', 'Hide' or 'Unhide' sheets, as well as 'Rename Selected Sheet' and 'Export Sheets as
Separate Files'. At the same time, the 'Workbook Utilities' provide you with a set of tools which perform
functions like 'Merge Workbooks Into One', 'Close Open Workbooks', 'Unhide Sheets from Workbooks' or
'Remove Objects from Workbooks'. In conclusion, Power Excel is a comprehensive and efficient Excel addon
that features a great number of tools and functions which can significantly simplify your data managing tasks,
saving you valuable time and effort in
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System Requirements:

This game runs with: OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Windows graphics card (NVIDIA GeForce 6150 or equivalent) Hard disk space: 2 GB available
space Additional Notes: Developers: Optibay. EULA: You must be 18 years of age or older to play this game.
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